
Quite Rather

Name: Date: __/__/20__

The Prince watched it _________ anxiously; it was such an extraordinary
thing.
1. rather

They thought themselves so clever, that if they had known only half of what
they did know, it would have been _________ enough.
2.

quite

And she listened to it, till she was _________ certain that it was really the
breathing of sleep.
3. quite

Personally I was _________ sceptical on the subject, but was converted by
the stick turning in my hands when standing over a spring.
4. rather

He broke off, and scanned his hearers' faces _________ defiantly.5. rather

Bella laughed, _________ feebly, but she wanted to relieve the tension.6. rather

He asked himself that last question _________ grimly, as he thought of
how easily he could be in accord with all Sir Philip wished.
7. rather

More than that I cannot claim, and, in the light of all that happened, I feel
that this much is _________ pitifully little.
8.

rather

She thought Anne Harding's eyes had a _________ queer
expression-startled.
9. rather

My enterprise could now develop itself; everything followed on _________
naturally.
10. quite

In fact, when we parted, she seemed _________ bored at the idea of
staying home and-why, not a soul knows even when she left the house!
11. rather

She was looking forward to a long visit, but finding the invalid asleep she
turned away from the door _________ blankly.
12.

rather

With this, Congo seemed _________ satisfied.13. quite

The hint thus indirectly conveyed was _________ sufficient.14. quite
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A woman is _________ willing to let herself be surprised half-dressed,
with her hair about her shoulders.
15. quite

I'm glad I didn't go-and yet" ( _________ wistfully) "I don't suppose I shall
ever have the opportunity of a real adventure again.
16. rather

It seemed to her Robert did not take the matter _________ rightly.17. quite

She wondered _________ drearily how it would be after she was in bed.18. rather

_________ reluctantly Cora put the wheel over.19. Rather

I knew it-indeed, helped to bring you together, but did not dare to tell you
till I was _________ sure.
20.

quite
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